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Abstract. Ambient light in a scene can introduce errors into
range data from most commercial three-dimensional range
scanners, particularly scanners that are based on projected
patterns and structured lighting. We study the effects of am-
bient light on a specific commercial scanner. We further
present a method for characterizing the range accuracy as a
function of ambient light distortions. After a brief review of
related research, we first describe the capabilities of the
scanner we used and define the experimental setup for our
study. Then we present the results of the range character-
ization relative to ambient light. In these results, we note a
systematic error source that appears to be an artifact due to
a structured light pattern. We conclude with a discussion of
this error and the physical meaning of the results overall.
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1 Introduction

Three-dimensional �3D� scanners are used in more and
more applications, and range accuracy is the main chal-
lenge for manufacturers. The knowledge of this accuracy
helps to better exploit the results and the information from
the scanners. Usually when the manufacturer does not pro-
vide enough information, the user has to characterize the
scanner before using it. This letter describes some prelimi-
nary results we have obtained during the characterization of
a commercial 3D scanner based on structured light.1 More
precisely, we will focus on the study of range accuracy with
respect to an illuminant that our reproducible experimental
setup has provided.

This letter is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
some related works. The scanner and experimental setup
are described in Sec. 3. We present and discuss the results
in Sec. 4. Conclusions and future works are given in Sec. 5.
0091-3286/2007/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE 1
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Related Works

wo categories of methods emerge from the literature on
ange accuracy: methods based on the optical transfer
unction2–4 and methods based on measurement of known
bjects.5–8 We have also reviewed color accuracy charac-
erization methods, which can also be classified in two cat-
gories: the colorimetric-based camera characterization9

nd the spectral-based characterization.10–12 Considering
his knowledge, we have investigated the influence of color
n range accuracy of a 3D scanner based on structured
ight. During our initial acquisitions, we have also observed
hat ambient light influences the results of color informa-
ion, which is similar to the result provided by two-
imensional imaging experimentation. So far this phenom-
non has not been studied for 3D scanners based on
tructured light.

Experiments

sually 3D scanners are chosen based on their abilities to
igitize under particular conditions. It is notable that the
canner used, in this study, is designed to capture objects
nder ambient illuminant and give a 3D textured mesh as
he output. It is based on structured light and more details
an be found in Refs. 13 and 14. Basically, the projected
attern is composed of vertical spatiotemporal modulated
tripes and the field of view is a boxlike area, 510�400

300 mm3 �W�H�D�, whose center is 1 m away from
he front of the scanner.

The setup for the system was constant for all the experi-
ents. It consisted of placing a Macbeth ColorChecker

hart, a color grid composed of 24 colored patches, in a
ight booth displaying different illuminants. The chart was

ig. 1 Graphical representations of the bluish-green patch of the
acbeth ColorChecker under two different illuminants: �a� dark night

, �b� daylight.
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placed following the proprietary recommended setup in the
light booth as perpendicular as possible with respect to the
scanner. In addition, we fixed this chart on a special support
to keep it flat. The experiments were done sequentially
without modifying the system setup. The only varying pa-
rameter was the illuminant.

4 Results and Discussion

To evaluate the results for each patch, we manually selected
the faces in the middle area �30�30 mm2 instead of 40
�40 mm2 per patch� to avoid human perception bias and

Table 1 The deviation � of each patch under e
�given in millimeters�.

Patch Color
Dark

Night 1 Daylight

Dark skin 1.21 0.96

Light skin 0.65 0.75

Blue sky 0.53 0.54

Foliage 0.85 0.78

Blue flower 0.42 0.69

Bluish green 0.31 1.32

Orange 0.65 0.74

Purplish blue 0.58 0.59

Moderate red 0.58 0.61

Purple 0.76 0.71

Yellow green 0.45 0.56

Orange yellow 0.45 1.71

Blue 1.02 0.99

Green 0.65 0.60

Red 0.54 0.64

Yellow 0.38 1.04

Magenta 0.52 0.67

Cyan 0.59 0.81

White 9.5 1.17 23.24

Neutral 8 0.43 1.31

Neutral 6.3 0.29 0.44

Neutral 5 0.46 0.45

Neutral 3.5 0.90 0.84

Black 2 2.85 1.88

Range 2.56 22.8
possible inaccurate overlaying of the color information. For u
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concise presentation, we only show in Fig. 1 the results of
acquisitions among 7 and a single patch among 24.
For meaningful measurements of the range accuracy, we

ad to know the exact orientation of the chart with respect
o the scanner. Due to the design of the commercial scanner
e used, we could not perfectly know its relative position.
herefore, we statistically chose a reference patch and con-
idered its orientation to be the same as the chart patch with
espect to the scanner. From this reference patch, we ob-
ained a reference plane PR that we used to compute the
eometric deviation � for each patch under each illuminant

minant with respect to the reference plane PR

UV U30
Dark

Night 2 Horizon

1.11 1.06 0.98 5.46

0.55 0.50 0.46 247.42

0.57 0.57 0.33 55.57

0.89 1.07 0.73 3.49

0.53 0.60 0.42 226.77

0.50 0.69 0.36 2.37

0.66 0.77 0.68 231.18

0.54 0.65 0.70 3.00

0.48 0.71 0.60 105.70

0.72 0.91 0.69 10.43

0.46 0.70 0.48 9.41

0.44 0.86 0.50 118.85

0.93 0.84 0.90 3.55

0.50 0.60 0.57 2.53

0.56 0.58 0.54 56.21

0.28 0.89 0.36 173.68

0.52 0.41 0.51 181.66

0.60 0.47 0.62 1.98

1.13 12.13 1.23 232.39

0.41 0.86 0.59 9.79

0.35 0.40 0.55 1.29

0.45 0.59 0.79 2.33

0.82 0.95 0.95 3.39

3.02 2.22 3.01 9.33

2.74 11.73 2.68 246.13
ach illu

Cool
White

1.19

0.64

0.65

0.67

0.43

0.44

0.79

0.65

0.58

0.80

0.59

0.60

1.04

0.78

0.68

0.84

0.61

0.77

16.14

0.60

0.49

0.53

0.89

2.34

15.71
sing Eq. �1�. In this equation, ��PR ,M� is the signed dis-
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tance between the reference plane PR and a point M on the
surface patch S. The deviation � shows the range accuracy
of the scanner because it represents the deviation of the
points with respect to their theoretical positions; the results
are shown in Table 1. � should be equal to 0 if the scanner
is perfect.

� = max
M+�S

�0,��PR,M+�� − min
M−�S

���PR,M−�,0� . �1�

We have observed that the illuminant more or less influ-
ences the range accuracy depending on the original color.
As we can see in Table 1, the daylight illuminant creates a
small deviation � equal to 0.44 mm for the neutral 6.3
patch and a large deviation equal to 23.24 mm for the white
9.5 patch. We have also observed that the deviation range
varies with the illuminant. For instance, the dark night 1
illuminant induces a range of 2.56 mm from 0.29 mm for
the neutral 6.3 patch to 2.85 mm for the black 2 patch, the
horizon illuminant induces a huge range of 246.13 mm
from 1.29 mm for the neutral 6.3 patch to 247.42 mm un-
der the light skin patch, and the cool white illuminant im-
plies a range of 15.71 mm from 0.43 mm for the blue
flower patch to 16.14 mm for the white 9.5 patch.

In addition, we also have observed that a systematic er-
ror appears for certain colors under certain illuminants as
shown in Fig. 1. We denote by systematic error the repeti-
tive wavy effect that we can see in Fig. 1�b� along the patch
surface, which is a distinct contrast to the quasi-flat appear-
ance of the same colored patch under a different illuminant
in Fig. 1�a�. This error seems to come from the projected
pattern itself and to be dependent on the color but more
statistical studies are necessary to be conclusive. However,
this phenomenon can be physically explained with the re-
sponse model of the digital camera given in Eq. �2�. This
equation represents the digital camera response rn

i,j for each
channel n �in our case, the three red-green-blue channels� at
the pixel �i , j� with respect to the spectral power distribu-
tion �how a light source is distributed across the different
wavelengths� E���, the surface reflectance �amount of light
reflected by a surface� Si,j��� at the pixel �i , j� and the spec-
tral sensitivity of the sensor �sensor sensitivity with respect
to wavelength� Rn��� over the visible spectrum �. In our
study case, the spectral power distribution, Eq. �3�, is com-
posed of two components: the illuminant spectral power
distribution EI��� and the projector spectral power distribu-
tion EP���

rn
i,j = �

�

E���Si,j���Rn���d� , �2�

E��� = EI��� + EP��� . �3�

As long as a scanner uses only one wavelength to recon-
struct the 3D information, E��� is the same for each pixel
under the illuminant. This case study had been investigated
by Clark and Robson.6 When different wavelengths are pro-
jected or, in our case, vertical stripes of different gray level,
E��� nonlinearly varies with each pixel column. The corre-
spondence between the wavelength �k and the angle �k is
no longer the same as the manufacturer calibration. There-
fore, the computation of the depth information D, the dis-
Optical Engineering 030502-3
ance between a point on the object surface and the sensor,
s no longer accurate. For instance, D is computed with Eq.
4�, which is used for standard triangulation

= B� sin �k

sin��i,j + �k�
� . �4�

o summarize, a false correspondence between the wave-
ength �k and the angle �k leads to a wrong computation of
he depth information D.

Conclusion and Future Work

n this letter, we have shown that, illumination exhibits a
trong influence on range accuracy from structured light, in
ddition to its well-known influence on color accuracy,
canners. We have statistically evaluated the orientation of
he Macbeth ColorChecker with respect to the scanner to
stimate the range accuracy as the deviation �. We have
roposed a physical explanation for the systematic error we
ave observed from some colored patches. Future work
ill investigate this systematic error in more detail to de-
ne eventual reduction or elimination actions.
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